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Executive Summary
Elchai Group’s initiative is an ambitious attempt to bring value improvements and enhancements to an existing and 

rather recently growing industry of the luxury mobility and space rental market

Growth In Sectors

Our Vision What we offer

The Elchain Group, with its origins deeply rooted in the luxury 

car and real estate market for several years, has witnessed the 

recent growth in this sector fueled largely by the trends that 

have caused an increase in the consumption and adoption of 

luxury transportation.


The major driving factors for the growth seen in this market 

have included demand-responsive initiatives by service 

providers, digitization in the booking , payment and 

management processes of the luxury car rental services and 

rising numbers in air travelers and these are expected to 

continue in their impact on the market.


Our vision is to decentralize luxury at every stage of its 

creation, distribution and experience. In its truest form, we aim 

to create a community of enthusiasts around the specific 

themes of luxury and high performance mobility and space.


We are confident in the existence of a niche group of 

enthusiatsts in the cryptosphere and hope to integrate them 

with the assistance of next-generation decentralization and 

blockchain technologies.


We foresee a self-sustaining ecosystem in the long term and 

only consider ourselves as the agents who spark the concept 

and ignite the passion in the minds of our community members 

– who we fully believe will drive this experiment forward into a 

thriving and rewarding ecosystem.

The importance of application technologies cannot be 

overemphasized and from our perspective as seasoned 

participants in the luxury mobility and space markets, the 

following critical applications will facilitate the achievement of 

our vision

 Immersive technologies, such as the metaverse or virtual 

worlds - to organize and coordinate our ecosyste

 Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) - to address access, ownership 

and economic activit

 Decentralized Finance (DeFi) - economic enablers and 

protocols in the virtual worlds we create.

Online real estate listing services such as 

Zillow and realtor.com provide housing 

databases and information on tax and 

purchase history. Technologies such as video, 

VR tours, and e-signing services also 

streamline real estate transactions

Our Ambition

Elchai Group’s initiative is an ambitious attempt to bring value 

improvements and enhancements to an existing and rather 

recently growing industry of the luxury mobility and space 

rental market.


In June 2021, Cartus Corporation, a real estate services 

company based in the United States, launched a new 

technology-enabled global personnel solution under its 

Language and Intercultural Solutions business line. The new 

digital learning environment, as well as Language and 

Intercultural Solutions, assists employees in traveling and 

relocating to new locations, as well as coaching them through 

some of the most critical transitions in their professional and 

personal lives
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Industry Overview
Various reports point to a global luxury car rental market size valued at $50B in 2022. The market is projected to 

grow at a CAGR of 7.5% during the forecast period and reach a whopping $70B+ by 2030

Key Findings

The Opportunity

Our Solution

Challenges

Key important findings across multiple studies 

of the  and Luxury Car Real Estate markets 

include

Both markets of  rental present peculiar 

opportunities to be exploited. Both markets are at stages of significant 

market boom potential with high chances of market share capture by 

innovative organizations building distinct, value enhancing product 

offerings

Luxury Car and Real Estate

Our solution offering combines immersive environments with 

blockchain technologies to power new experiences for 

and 

Luxury Car 

Real Estate Rentals.

The global COVID-19 pandemic has been unprecedented and 

staggering, with  experiencing lower than 

anticipated demand across all regions compared to pre-pandemic 

levels recording a decline of 55.0% in 2020 as compared to 2019

Luxury Car Rental Services

 Superior services catering to the personalized needs of customers may generate 

remarkable revenue for the global car rental marke

 A surge in low-cost public transportation may restrain the growth of the global car 

rental industr

 The growing emphasis on car rental management software may create huge 

opportunities for the global car rental market in the futur

 The global leisure segment for car rental market will have the highest market share; 

this is mainly because of the growing disposable incom

 The online sales channel will have the significant-growth in the global market; this is 

mainly because of the rising demand for comfort, convenience, and safet

 Real estate agents are increasingly using new technologies such as online listing, 

video and virtual reality (VR) to provide better services to clients and strengthen 

buyer-agent relationship

 With technological advancements, the role of real estate agents is shifting from just 

information arbitrators to local market experts and service providers

The status quo presents an immense opportunity to unlock previously inaccessible 

additional value by applying blockchain and immersive technologies to a high growth 

potential market such as this.

Research Dive Analysis

Custom Market Insight
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Their growth, driven largely by technological advancements and trends 

makes for the perfect storm to infuse another dose of technological 

innovations using blockchain and immersive technologies – both recently 

growing in adoption.


With little to no innovations powered by cryptocurrencies and blockchain 

technologies, our solution offering has increased potential to deliver real 

value addition to the space and open up new value accrual elements for our 

community and the project alike.


Application of such technologies to improve or enhance existing industries 

are an obvious progression of their adoption and the advantage of market 

capture lies with first movers

The service delivery process involves obtaining a 

large deposit from rental customers, ranging from 

USD 2,500 to USD 50,000, financial information 

and vetting, and installing GPS devices in the cars 

to follow them if something goes wrong during 

the rental

It also means checking to confirm whether the renter has 

personal insurance coverage, which will secure liability and the 

car's worth or at least a portion of it. For instance, fleet


insurance on a USD 200,000 car can cost USD 400 to USD 

1,300 per month, yet many policies have a high premium and 

do not cover customer theft. In addition, limited shares to opt 

for these services also hinder the market growth in some 

regions.

Peculiar challenges relative to our niche, range from

 General understanding of NFTs, immersive environments like metaverses and their applications and adoptio

 Cutting-edge, immersive technologies around metaverses/virtual environments and the very nascent market for i

 Complex layers of backend infrastructure in designing and deploying these technologies at scale and for consumer

 Regulatory hurdles surrounding cryptocurrencies in various jurisdictions

Global Real-Estate Rental Market

Year 2026

Year 2022

Market forecast to 

grow at CAGR of 

9.7%

Reduced onboarding processes via blockchain technologies such as 

NFTs Simplified touchpoints as regards payments and products

Right off the bat, we consider the most important, distinct offering 

in our solution to a sustainable, immersive metaverse to be its 

integration of real world assets (RWA), one of the first to be offered 

by a private venture in building virtual worlds.

Our value proposition lies in the derivative value through real world 

assets as part of the metaverse infrastructure. Users who 

experience our metaverse will be exposed to the economic value in 

real life assets linked to our metaverse

Another striking feature is the interoperability and capacity for scale 

of our metaverse infrastructure. An attractive virtual world is one 

where its utility includes interoperability with other worlds, allowing 

users and their avatars/assets to traverse these worlds and extend 

their experiences

Personalized experiences for each customer, holder and member of 

our community


Robust rewards program also powered by blockchain technologies 

and facilitated by NFTs (SBTs, POAPs, etc)

Solution We Offer
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The Elchai Group
The Elchai Group is building an ecosystem of digital infrastructure with The Universe Eye at its core - an 

immersive metaverse integrated with blockchain technologies and to be accessed via VR headsets, mobile 

and desktop.

Overview Universe Eye

BEC Club Decentralized 


Exchange (DEX)

BEC Token NFT Marketplace

The ecosystem’s initial design was inspired by human-centered traits of 

communality namely

 Connectio

 Ownershi

 Satisfaction (achievement)


All experiences in the Elchai ecosystem will demonstrate and/or reflect one or 

more of these human traits and will facilitate the sustainability of the entire 

ecosystem in the long term


Our ecosystem also features other key standalone and/or connected infrastructure 

to deliver a complete and unique experience to users

Currently, the Universe Eye metaverse is under development by a dedicated team. 

The Universe Eye’s first milestone will be to create the BEC Club that will be built 

in the city of Dubai as well as creating Dubai’s skyscrapers, famous places, and 

selected infrastructure which will be made available in the Universe Eye.

An NFT-based membership club for 

luxury supercar enthusiasts and 

patrons, and luxury capsules, which 

offers exclusive perks and 

unparalleled utility to holders

Our native DEX for token swaps 

with a fiat on/off ramp feature

Our ecosystem token that powers 

transactions and several other 

activities

A native NFT marketplace for 

minting and trading NFTs in our 

ecosystem
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Business Model
The vision for Elchai’s metaverse ecosystem derives from a mental model which has at its core the Universe Eye. 

Around, connected and establishing a symbiotic relationship within them are the other infrastructure elements 

critical to the sustenance of the entire ecosystem

This method of evaluating and determining value drivers also leads to definite unlocks of future revenue generating products and 

additional market share capture

Revenue Model

Customer Acquisition and Growth Strategy

The identified revenue drivers in our ecosystem are generally classified as

Our design approach to a business model leans towards fundamental 

value building blocks and works its way to more complex, yet 

comprehensive revenue and profit drivers for the project as a whole. 

Every component of our model does one of two things

Values Optimization

Transfers value and generates revenue from 

its related activities

Optimizes cost leadership strategies and 

technique

NFTs and Collectibles Class

Metaverse/Real Asset

This class of revenue generating assets cover all our NFT collections on offer 

currently and in the future. Currently we have planned collections related to our 

supercar collection, luxury stay capsules at our BEC Clubs, restaurants and events 

centers, initially to be constructed in Bluewaters, Dubai and soon in other major 

cities across the world.


Holders of our NFTs will be able to trade it on our native NFT marketplace when it 

launches in alpha or on other common marketplaces. The project earns royalties on 

secondary trades

Our marketplace will feature an immense inventory of metaverse assets such as 

lands, landmarks and public spaces, equipment and other asset types owned by 

the community and the project alike.


It is worth noting that some metaverse assets will have derivative value linked to 

real work assets, further increasing their value and utility for holders.


Sales of this asset class will generate revenue for the project. Additionally, 

secondary sales will also generate royalties for the project unlocking another layer 

of revenue.


Furthermore, ad inventory sales could be explored in specific locations in our 

metaverse with inventory types ranging from billboards, brand-themed events and 

leases to third party organizations wishing to establish a presence in The Universe 

Eye.

Marketplaces & Exchanges Class

Membership Revenue

Our native asset (NFT) marketplace and exchanges will power token swaps and 

asset trades for assets in our ecosystem and bridged assets as part of our 

interoperability feature. Fees generated from token swaps and asset trades will 

feed the project’s treasury

A crucial element of our business model has to do with our membership offerings 

across luxury cars and real estate, as well as associated assets which can be 

subscribed to.


We offer annual club memberships to third parties for our luxury supercars and 

real estates, referred to as luxury capsules.



Our VIP Car Club Membership includes:


1 week’s access in a month to any supercar in our collection.


Ability to swap supercars with other members


Passive income opportunity*


Access to exclusive events for members


*T & Cs apply

Community-centrism Strategic Partnerships Events Activation System 


and SponsorshipsCommunity is everything. Organic 

community building leading up to the 

launch of The Universe Eye. Regular, 

consistent, informative and educative 

posts and articles on our social media 

channels will ensure growth in our 

audience and ultimately, our 

community


We have developed a strategic plan to 

grow our community and further 

strengthen that with the launches of 

our upcoming NFT collections

delivering these 

relationships for the 

overall benefit of our 

community

As a project which straddles other 

related & unrelated industries, we plan 

to reach out to and build strategic 

partnerships with relevant projects 

across luxury retail, fashion, consumer 

electronics, automobile, tourism, 

decentralized finance, media, 

influencer and the creative 

communities.


We realize that a project with a high 

chance of success is one which forms 

and builds strategic alliances and 

partnerships with critical industries 

and we are laser focused in 

Our solutions offering, by its design, 

makes us location sellers! Even before 

our metaverse project launches out of 

beta, we will organize events (virtual 

and real) for our community and 

beyond and leverage those to further 

increase brand awareness and/or sell 

collections and products launching 

during those times.
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The BEC Club
Currently, we have planned collections related to our 4-tier experience made up of our supercar collection, luxury 

stay capsules at BEC Clubs initially to be constructed in Bluewaters, Dubai and soon in other major cities across the 

world

The BEC Club will 

feature the following

more coming soon...

01 01 30

15 04 01

Lounge Disco Club VIP Capsules

Luxury Capsule Grand Penthouses Exclusive restaurant

The first of these collections is Elchai Car Club NFT, a FREE MINT we 

launched as a gift to, and demonstration of our love for, and regard for the 

collective power of community. These NFTs can be minted free on the 

Ethereum blockchain

These should NOT be interpreted as value-less as holders of our Car Club NFTs will be 

able to drive 50+ exclusive limited-edition and custom-made hyper cars. The Car Club 

NFTs’ utilities include access and rewards to perks in our ecosystem. An extensive list of 

the utilities will be revealed as we progress in the project’s development, however, the 

following summary gives a fair idea of the perks associated with the NFTs

Elchai Car Club NFTs VIP Capsule NFTs (Soon) Luxury Capsule NFTs (Soon) Penthouse NFTs (Soon)

Mint Now

NFT holders will be eligible for 

discounts at top car rentals in Dubai 

and many more benefits are 

available.

Moreover, they will have access to 

three high-end real estates at The 

Club to be constructed in Dubai. 

Elchai Club aims to establish 100 

clubs around the world by 2027.
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The Universe Eye

Premise

Land

Interaction Layer

Technology

Design

Composability Layer

Our vision of a metaverse is based on a simple, yet powerful premise: 

 and  (or achievement). These are 

fundamental human traits that have defined a people. It is what 

community is all about

Connection, Ownership Satisfaction

Like all virtual worlds, ours is no exception when it comes to land. Our 

approach brings a sense of familiarity owing to the fact that we replicate 

 and , starting with the city of . The Universe Eye 

will aim to give an experience of  and , as much 

as it is with .

real spaces locations Dubai

luxury, adventure passion

Dubai

At the interaction, avatars enter, operate in, and exit

There is general consensus that certain technologies will shape the 

development and advancement of any immersive metaverse or virtual 

environment

We are on a  to digitize familiar spaces and enable interactions in 

those virtual, immersive worlds that we recreate.  is to virtualize 

one location at a time starting with the city of , and then moving on 

to .

mission

Our goal

Dubai

other cities

Composability is the key to unlocking the full potential of The Universe 

Eye. By allowing users to easily  and  their own , we are 

empowering them to fully customize their experience and bring their own 

unique vision to life. Our metaverse is not just a place to consume content  

it is a place to create and share with others

create share content

Metaverse Inevitable Evolution

Development

Technologies Driven

Universe Eye

Universe Eye

Design Has to

Universe Eye

Vision of Metaverse

Universe Eye

Metaverse

Development

Web 3.0

The metaverse has often been described as the inevitable evolution of the 

internet. But, we define it differently. To us, a metaverse is a virtual community 

where the very same human desires of connection, ownership and satisfaction are 

achieved on another layer.


There have been interactions of the metaverse as is commonly described and 

imagined, the most significant of them being video games as we know it.

Developments are ongoing with construction of The Universe Eye. At the 

moment, mapping and zoning has been completed. And,the metaverse team is 

currently gathering real images and concurrently 3D modelling the city of Dubai

Avatars

At the interaction, avatars enter, operate in, and exit The Universe Eye via one of 

the 3 platforms we will deploy on. Avatars interact via mobile, VR headsets or 

desktop on the website. The experience will be designed to not vary except 

maintain the same quality regardless of the platform an avatar connects via.


Users, via their avatars will be able to connect, explore and interact, own assets, 

and most importantly build on top of the expansive environments they find 

themselves in.

Artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, extended reality, brain-computer 

interfaces, 3D modeling and reconstruction, spatial and edge computing and 

blockchain technologies are forecast to be the adoption drivers of immersive 

experiences by the masses

The team developing The Universe Eye is a seasoned one, spread across the 

globe and collaborating using various technologies such as:


Metaverse Conten

 Unity Game Engine - The team uses the Unity game development engine for 

its broader native platform support including mobile, web, Smart TVs, etc

 Autodesk 3ds Ma

 Autodesk Maya


Blockchain Integratio

 Solidit

 Metamask SD

 Wallet Connec

 Ether.js library

Because development is still at its early stages, the number of lands, spaces and 

landmarks is unknown at this stage. We must emphasize that we are still at a very 

early stage of the project. However, we very much intend to enable our 

community to acquire and compose on lands in The Universe Eye.

 Allow for deep personalisatio

 Allow for composability on top of the base laye

 Be interoperabl

 Enable ownership

The Universe Eye will be designed to enable composability by users via their 

avatars. Composability will only be limited by the imagination of the user and will 

allow dynamic and completely new experiences of The Universe Eye for users and 

the community alike. We believe in the power of a creative community and 

encourage it at the highest level.

To be able to present a viable vision of what a metaverse is, is to attempt to 

establish what it should be, to be accepted.And that brings us back to our vision 

and what we believe underscores this concept.


A metaverse has to be

 Persisten

 Formed around specific virtual place

 For people who share a common interes

 And reflects those human desires and their personalities

The Universe Eye, our metaverse is billed as a world where you can experience 

exact replicas of homes, properties and spaces in the real world. The content we 

create, inspired by what is real and familiar to people, is the platform.


And the interactions that users, through their avatars, have with the platform is 

what grows its value

By enabling users to compose their own experiences, we are creating a truly 

unique and customizable metaverse. Users will have the freedom to build their 

own virtual environments, create their own objects and avatars, and even program 

their own experiences using our simple and intuitive development tools.


Our platform is being built on a foundation of open-source software, making it 

easy for developers to create and contribute their own code, plugins, and 

applications. This means that users can easily integrate their own content into The 

Universe Eye

Our development team is working tirelessly to create a robust and scalable 

platform that can support the complex interactions and integrations required for a 

truly composable metaverse. We believe that the future of virtual worlds lies in 

the ability for users to create and share their own content, and we are excited to 

bring this vision to life with The Universe Eye

Web 3.0 makes it possible for all participants like our community to create and 

own a portion of the digital worlds that form the open metaverse. Our 

community’s interactions with this “base layer” we provide and composing on top 

of it drives additional innovation and value that benefits everyone in our 

community

Landmarks and Spaces

We reproduce every  in the city of  and make them 

accessible by individuals’ avatars in The Universe Eye

landmark Dubai

Universal Eye

As is the case with real life Dubai, virtual Dubai ( and of course all the other cities) 

will indeed feature all the familiar landmarks you know of. With intricate detail, we 

will reproduce every landmark in the city of Dubai and make them accessible by 

individuals’ avatars in The Universe Eye. In fact, most of these landmarks and 

spaces will be leasable by members of the community and third parties like brands 

for their virtual events, concerts, etc.
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Final Economic Model

Final Economic Model

BEC Token

Tokenomics & Token Distribution

The $BEC token is the single, exclusive currency in The Elchai ecosystem

Total Supply of BEC Token is 1,000,000,000

Economy
The Elchai Group’s ecosystem has a distinctive economy designed not only for The Universe Eye but for other 

ecosystem components as well. A game-changing quality of the economic model is the continuous positive effect 

that the other ecosystem components have on the overall economy and monetary policy

The economy is at its core, a value generating model rather than a recycle of new user buy-ins to pay old investor exits.


We designed our economic model to ensure information symmetry for all market participants and avoid adverse selection as much as possible

Parameters customized by the metaverse 

development and design team

Create value from the content Distribute the content with its 

embedded value to various 

participants.

Value will be tokenized and 

exchanged with willing-to-pay 

participants

Value will be distributed to all 

value deserving participants 

including creators, consumers 

and the platform

User interaction policy within the 

ecosystem

How the ecosystem’s value interaction will 

affect the metaverse assets

01 02 03

The token’s utility comes from the utility of $BEC to:

There is a deep symbiosis in this design which facilitates sustained user growth while maintaining easy access to the game.


$BEC is an ERC-20 token with a maximum supply of 1 BILLION tokens (1,000,000,000).

Buy and sell NFTs in our 

marketplace

Have access to Car Clubs in 

the Metaverse and the Real 

World;

Purchase passes to events and 

any facilities offered by the 

BEC Clubs

Purchase the rights to 

ownership of real estates in 

the metaverse and real life.
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Vesting Schedule

Below are the ,  and  of tokens within a given 

timeframe

Allocation Unlock Sale

Team

Tokenholders %

12.5

$500,880 30.43% 0.02087

5.5

2.40

Amount

125,000,000.00

55,000,000.00

24,000,000.00

TGE Vesting Discount P.P.U
Amount Raised X 


Sale $

12 months cliff 10% 


monthly release

5% bi-weekly

5% bi-weekly

Advisors

Seed Sale

Allocation Unlock Token Sale

12.5%  Team

5.5%  Advisor

2.4%  Seed Sale

13.04%  Private Sale 

25%  Foundation

13.56%  The Reserve

6%  Community Sale

22%  Listing & Liquidity

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Tokens

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

Will Received

125,000,000.00

55,000,000.00

24,000,000.00

130,434,782.61

250,000,000.00

135,565,217.39

60,000,000.00

220,000,000.00

12.5%  

Team

Total Supply

1,000,000,000

5.5%  

Advisor

2.4%  

Seed Sale

13.04%  

Private Sale 

25%


Foundation

6%


Community Sale

22%


Listing & Liquidity

13.56%


The Reserve

$3,000,000 23.33%

$1,500,000 16.67%

0.023

0.025

13.04

6

39.44

130,434,782.61

60,000,000.00

394,434,782.61

12 months cliff 10% 


monthly release

15% bi-weekly+10% 


final release

Private Sale

Community Sale

Tokens Available for Sale

Listing & Liquidity

%

22

25

13.56

60.06

100.0

Amount

220,000,000.00

250,000,000.00

135,565,217.39

605,565,217.39

1,000,000,000.00

TGE Vesting

Foundation

The Reserve

Total Available Structure

Total Available Structure

Allocation Unlock Token

The Universe Eye Reserve

Blockchain

Our economics model provides for the establishment of the The Universe 

Eye Reserve (also called The Reserve), the financial governance body that is 

mandated to administer monetary policy and ensure economic stability 

and sustenance in the ecosystem.

The ecosystem will utilize the blockchain in order to provide our users 

with benefits such as immutability, decentralization, cost efficiency, and 

high security. Blockchain technology also makes it possible for our users 

to create items with the ability to own, trade, or sell them.

The Reserve manages economic activity, funded by the royalties from 

NFT sales, and fees from ecosystem services. Its goal is to make the 

Elchai ecosystem a sustainable, decentralized, and autonomous entity that 

benefits its community. The Reserve works in partnership with the team 

to review and approve proposals and fund platform development.

Embracing the immutability of blockchain, our users are 

able to create metaverse content and possess ownership 

that will be securely recorded on the blockchain ledger, 

with the ability to sell or lease to other participants and 

earn. Businesses and companies will be able to promote 

and advertise their brands and products to metaverse users 

as well

Elchai will live on the Ethereum blockchain in its early days. 

Our current free mint Car Club NFTs currently reside on 

the same chain. However, as we scale the ecosystem, we 

will begin initiatives to go multi-chain or alternatively 

develop our own blockchain network to accommodate the 

capacity of transactions and ensure a near perfect user 

experience



Team

Flavio-Elia

Joanna Alhambra

Isaac A. Quaye Francesco Piantieri Maria-Xenofontos
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Roadmap
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Q1-Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Q4 2023

Q2 2023

 The Universe Eye Metaverse Developmen

 BEC Club NFT Dro

 Private Token Sal

 Launch of social media channels and community buildin

 Organic social media partnership

 2nd BEC Club NFT Drop 

 Decentralized content generation and distributio

 Exclusive NFT Holders Channe

 Partner Progra

 Influencer and Ambassador Progra

 The Universe Eye Sneak Peek Channel



Disclaimer 

 This Investor Presentation is being distributed between the proposed sponsors to assess their interest for investment in Elchai Group Tokens "Elchai Group“. 

The contents of this Investor Presentation have been compiled by the Elchai Group team on the basis of information and documents obtained from a variety 

of sources, which constitute confidential information and is to be used solely for the purpose of evaluating an investment in Elchai Group tokens

 Furthermore, the Investor Presentation is intended to assist the Recipient in making their own independent evaluation of the business, and does not purport 

to contain all the information that all prospective investors may require

 This Investor Presentation includes certain statements, estimates, analysis and projections that might change in the future depending on the situation. Neither 

Elchai Group, nor any of their affiliates or advisors have independently verified these estimates, analysis and projections, and accordingly they do not express 

any opinion or provide any form of assurance, so all the decisions you make based on provided information is at your own risk

 Nothing contained in this Investor Presentation is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation in respect of the future prospects of the Company. 

Elchai Group and their respective affiliates and advisors expressly disclaim any and all liability that may be based on any errors or omissions from, or mistakes 

in assumptions with respect to any information, estimates, analysis or projections contained in this Investor Presentation or any other written or oral 

communication transmitted

 The Recipient hereby indemnifies and holds Elchai Group harmless and their directors, principals, agents, consultants and employees (the indemnified parties) 

from and against any losses, claims, damages or liabilities (or actions in respect thereof) to which any party may become subject as a result of or in connection 

with Elchai Group sharing information with the Recipient whether recipient is aware of the scope or not. This indemnification shall include any liability related 

to or resulting from any information or estimation provided by Elchai Group that is inaccurate in any respect as a result of misrepresentation, omission, failure 

to update or otherwise regardless of whether Elchai Group knew or should have known of such inaccuracy and failure to correct any misinterpretation of 

information by Elchai Group. Please note that the indemnified parties are and in no event will be responsible For any loss or damage to the Recipient or any if 

its members, investors, traders or any other stakeholder or party being affected by it directly or indirectly. As a condition of receiving this document, the 

Recipient has waived its legal rights in any manner whatsoever against the indemnified

 THE RECIPIENTS OF THIS INVESTOR PRESENTATION MUST MAKE AND WILL BE DEEMED TO HAVE MADE THEIR OWN INDEPENDENT 

INVESTIGATION AND APPRAISAL OF THE BUSINESS, PROSPECTS, STATUS AND AFFAIRS OF THE INVESTOR PRESENTATION AND THE OVERALL 

PROPOSAL IN GENERAL

©2023 by Elchai Group
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